Abstract

Smartphones are steadily gaining popularity with an estimated 1.6 billion mobile device users by 2013. With the advancement of technology, creation of new android based application plays an important role in making common man life easy and smart. A number of Android applications are developing in the market by a rapid rate. Managing common man task in various fields like entertainment, lifestyle, business, social, games etc. with these applications is today’s demand.

Motivated with this, a free Android app named Advocate Notepad is proposed and developed in this paper for advocates to help them in maintaining the records of the cases on day to day basis with the details of the nature of the proceedings conducted on a particular day. Common man can use this App to know and learn about basic Laws that help common people to get rid of being exploited by one way or another. This app helps user in knowing basic Laws like air pollution, water pollution, waste management, chemical safety, forest resources under environment law. Time to time Reminders to advocates about their cases is an additional feature incorporated in the app.
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